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Abstract: Transactive response DNA and RNA binding protein 43 kDa (TDP-43) is a highly conserved
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP), which is involved in several steps of protein
production including transcription and splicing. Its aggregates are frequently observed in motor
neurons from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis patients and in the most common variant of frontotemporal
lobar degeneration. Recently it was shown that TDP-43 is able to bind Zn2+ by its RRM domain.
In this work, we have investigated Zn2+ binding to a short peptide 256–264 from C-terminus of
RRM2 domain using isothermal titration calorimetry, electrospray ionization mass spectrometry,
QM/MM simulations, and NMR spectroscopy. We have found that this peptide is able to bind zinc
ions with a Ka equal to 1.6 × 105 M−1 . Our findings suggest the existence of a zinc binding site in
the C-terminal region of RRM2 domain. Together with the existing structure of the RRM2 domain
of TDP-43 we propose a model of its complex with Zn2+ which illustrates how zinc might regulate
DNA/RNA binding.
Keywords: TDP-43; zinc; QM/MM

1. Introduction
Together with calcium and magnesium, zinc is one of the key redox-inert cations implicated in
biological processes. Zinc is often known as a structural cation for DNA binding proteins. Many zinc
binding proteins share a common zinc finger motif which could be used for DNA, RNA and protein
recognition [1]. Nevertheless, alternative zinc binding sites are well known, for example, amyloid
β6–14 [2] or some EF-hand calcium-binding proteins [3,4]. Because such sites, which usually have lower
affinity for zinc, are abundant in cells [5], their role in protein functions and pathological aggregation
has been getting more attention lately.
It should be noted that zinc is not only an important regulator of many vital processes in cells but
also involved in the pathogenesis of a number of neurodegenerative disorders including Alzheimer’s
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and Parkinson’s disease (AD, PD) [6]. If not a causative agent, at least it can bind to a number of
prone-to-aggregate proteins implicated in ND (such as amyloid-β, tau, FUS/TLS, α-Synuclein, etc.) and
often favor their aggregation [7]. For example, zinc was found to play an important role in amyloid-β
structure, dynamics [8], and aggregation [9,10]. Moreover, it is present at high concentrations in
amyloid plaques [11]. All these prone-to-aggregate proteins share two common features: they can
bind DNA and zinc has been reported as an inducer of their aggregation.
TDP-43 is a DNA and RNA-binding protein that regulates expression of coding RNA and long
non-coding RNA (lncRNA) expression and transcription, splicing, stability, and transport of mRNA,
thus playing a role in all steps of mRNA life cycle (see [12] for review). It is also associated with
several neurodegenerative
diseases (ND), including amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS) [13] and
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Figure 1. (A) Primary sequence of TAR DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP-43). The fragments of 102–269

Figure 1. (A) Primary sequence of TAR DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP-43). The fragments of 102–269
(RRMs) and 256–264 (ALR) discussed in this study overlined and underlined respectively. The amino
(RRMs) and 256–264
(ALR)
discussed
in2+this
study
overlined
underlined
respectively.
The amino
acids, which
are able
to chelate Zn
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in clearand
blue—Glu,
in green—Cys
and in
2+
grey—His.
(B)
Domain
organization
of
TDP-43:
NTD—N-terminal
domain;
NLS—nuclear
acids, which are able to chelate Zn ions are highlighted: in clear blue—Glu, in green—Cys and in
localization sequence; RRM1 and RRM2—RNA-recognition domains; NES—nuclear export signal.
grey—His. (B) Domain organization of TDP-43: NTD—N-terminal domain; NLS—nuclear localization
sequence; RRM1 and RRM2—RNA-recognition domains; NES—nuclear export signal. ALR in TDP-43
and Aβ40 sequence highlighted in yellow, amino acids that chelate Zn2+ in Aβ40 are underlined.
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The enthalpy of zinc interaction with Aβ6–14 and ALR peptides were also close to each other
(−9.2 kcal/mol [2] and −7.6 kcal/mol respectively) showing that both processes are enthalpy driven.
Meanwhile, zinc binding to ALR is an entropy unfavorable process (−1.6 cal/K mol), while its binding
to Aβ6–14 strongly entropy favorable (8.3 cal/K mol) [2]. This indicates that contrary to Aβ6–14 there is
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no entropically favorable burying of hydrophobic contacts upon zinc interaction with ALR, the basis
of this observation probably lies in the fact that ALR peptide has only Ile hydrophobic residue than
Aβ6–14 has Tyr and Val.
2.2. NMR Analysis of Zinc Coordination in ALR Peptide Points to Multiple Conformation Complex Supports
Zinc coordination in the fragment ALR was investigated by NMR. Proton assignments of free
and Zn2+ bound ALR peptide were determined using TOCSY and NOESY homonuclear experiments.
The NMR assignments are presented in Table 1. The presence of Zn2+ induced some significant
chemical shift changes on NH groups as illustrated by 1 H-15 N HSQC (Figure 3A). Ser258 and His264
are found notably affected. This result is in perfect agreement with their expected role of Zn ligand.
The third one His256 was not observable in this spectrum without Zn2+ because of the flexibility of
the N-terminal extremity of the peptide. It is to be noticed that in the presence of Zn2+ , Ile257, which
was not observable in the free peptide spectra, appeared. These exchange modifications within the
peptide spectra are probably due to a stabilization of the N-terminal extremity in the presence of Zn2+ .
Finally, NH group from the backbone of Glu261 was also found highly affected by the presence of Zn2+
suggesting that this residue may be the fourth ligand. Zn2+ NMR titration experiments were carried
out on ALR peptide using TOCSY and NOESY homonuclear experiments. As described in 1 H-15 N
HSQC, one can observe that increased concentrations of zinc affect the resonances of the NH groups of
Ser258, Glu261, and His264. Moreover, the ring protons of His256 and His264 were also affected by the
presence of Zn (Figure 3B).
Table 1. Proton chemical shifts of ALR peptide at 290 K and pH 6.8. NH indicates proton in NH groups,
HA, the protons on the CA and Hsc, protons on the side chains.
#

A.A.

Zn2+

256

His

−
+

257

Ile

−
+

NH

HA

Hsc

3.95

2.94

8.46

3.99

1.63

Hsc

Hsc

Hsc

Hsc

Hsc

6.87

7.74

6.74
6.74

7.47
7.47

6.99
7.04

8.23
8.34

0.67

258

Ser

−
+

8.48
8.38

4.25

3.64
3.57

259

Asn

−
+

8.39
8.39

4.51
4.51

2.56
2.56

260

Ala

−
+

8.1
8.1

4.1
4.1

1.13
1.13

261

Glu

−
+

8.17
8.12

4.31
4.28

2.1
2.09

1.79
1.8

1.67
1.66

263

Lys

−
+

8.23
8.23

4.02
4.02

2.77
2.77

1.55
1.55

1.49
1.49

264

His

−
+

7.98
8.01

4.25
4.28

2.99
3.02

2.85
2.88

1.25
1.25

Unfortunately, an unambiguous determination of the residue participation in zinc coordination
due to NH peak displacement is impossible. Previously, it was shown [26] that in amyloid peptide
Aβ40 a significant part of residues has the NH peak displacement due to zinc binding. This is caused
by peptide-peptide interactions and the formation of secondary structure elements. Thus, in our case,
most probably the NH peak displacement is caused by the participation of oxygen atoms from the
peptide bond in zinc coordination. So, the number of potential chelators exceeds 4, which may indicate
the presence of different conformations of the complex.
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2.3. Comparative Simulations of All the Available Ways to Bind Zinc in ALR Peptide

zinc chelators, namely: two Oε oxygens of Glu261 side chain, Oδ oxygen of Asn259, Oγ oxygen of
Ser258, and 8 backbone oxygens. Here and later, we are using common IUPAC-IUB nomenclature
for amino acids atoms names. Analysis of existing PDB structures revealed a very low amount of
complexes (24 from 18,491 [27] or 12 from 6150 for resolution less than 2 Å [3]) wherein zinc ion is
chelated by asparagine and serine residues, while glutamate is one of the most common chelators
of zinc after cysteine and histidine. Thus, we created 10 initial complexes of ALR peptide with zinc
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wherein zinc is chelated with two histidine residues His256 and His264, Oε oxygen of Glu261 side
chain, and one of 10 other possible oxygen atoms.
These complexes have been constructed on the basis of the ideal geometry of four-way zinc
coordination described with the force field of parm99 [28]. The geometry of each system was optimized
and balanced in an explicitly defined solvent when modeling molecular dynamics with a 200 ns long
trajectory. AfterInt.optimization,
was
J. Mol. Sci. 2020, 21, x all
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from the amino group of the peptide bond Glu261-Pro262 due to the absence of backbone NH proton
in the proline residue. Nevertheless, we observed an insignificant shift in the backbone NH of the
Glu261 group.
Thus, the two described coordination modes of zinc by ALR peptide fully explain the shift of peaks
of backbone NH-groups in NMR spectra. To extrapolate obtained data on zinc coordination in the
RRM domain of TDP-43 it is necessary to take into account the absence of charged amino group residue
of His256, then the second mode of coordination is more preferable in TDP-43. The involvement of
His264 and Glu261 in zinc coordination can significantly change the conformation of Lys263, which is
a target for ubiquitin ligation.
2.4. Biological Relevance
In summary, we found that zinc binds to peptide 256–264 from the C-terminal region of the
RRM2 domain of TDP-43 and induces its structurization. Since this 256–264 region has been shown
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to be partially unfolded within a RRM1-RMM2 construct [32], we hypothesize that this change in
conformation may be relevant in the context of the entire protein. Indeed, zinc has been shown to
play a central role in the structuration of a wide variety of proteins [1] even including intrinsically
disordered proteins (IDPs) such as amyloid-β [2,26], tau [33], Prothymosin α [34,35] or Human brain
derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) [36].
Structuration of this region of TDP-43 upon zinc binding could have consequences on the
physiological role of TDP-43 and/or its implication in neurodegenerative processes. Indeed, taking
into account the localization of studied peptide fragment in the protein, it is possible to hypothesize
that, when such zinc interaction occurs in full-length TDP-43, it could impact its interaction with RNA.
It should be noted that in comparison with zinc-finger proteins (ZFP) that also binds DNA and RNA,
TDP-43 has a much lower constant. Thus, in contrast to ZFPs, wherein zinc plays mostly the role
of structural cofactor, in TDP-43, zinc could play a regulatory role. To our best knowledge none of
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins were reported as zinc binding, except FUS protein, which
contains, in addition to a RRM region, a zinc finger domain [37]. Interestingly, as TDP-43, FUS protein
also aggregates in ALS.
Recently, zinc involvement in aggregation of another RNA-binding protein SFPQ, that also contains
two RRM domains, was reported [38,39]. However in that case, the zinc binding site was not located
in RRM domains, but in an interface formed by long α-helixes of four SFPQ subunits [38] revealing
the potential molecular mechanism of SFPQ polymerization. Together with the previous results on
zinc-induced aggregation of TDP-43 in cells [18] and in vitro [19] we hope that our results will contribute
in elucidating the molecular mechanism of this process too and its implication in neurodegeneration.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Materials
Chemicals and solvents were of HPLC-grade or better and were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO, USA). Synthetic peptides TDP-43(256–264) named here ALR: HISNAEPKH (purity >
98%, checked by RP-HPLC) were purchased from GeneCust Europe. The solubility of the peptide was
controlled spectrophotometrically. Peptide solutions were centrifuged before usage.
3.2. Mass-Spectrometry
Experiments were carried out on an electrospray Q-ToF mass spectrometer (Synapt G1, Waters).
Soft ionization parameters were used to prevent in source dissociation of the zinc-peptide complexes.
The following settings were used: spray voltage 3.2 kV, sampling cone 75, source temperature 110 ◦ C,
trap CE 4, transfer CE 4, and source vacuum increased to 4 mBar. Peptide solution (10 µM in ammonium
acetate 100 mM) with or without 50 µM ZnCl2 was used for the experiments. Mono isotopic peaks
were measured.
3.3. Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)
Thermodynamic parameters of zinc binding to ALR peptide were measured using a MicroCal
ITC200 (Malvern, UK) as described previously [2]. Experiments were carried out in 50 mM Tris buffer,
pH 7.3 at 25 ◦ C. Aliquots of ZnCl2 solution (2 µL) were injected into the 0.2 mL cell containing a
solution of peptide or protein to achieve a complete binding isotherm. Peptide and concentration
in the cell ranged from 0.1 to 0.5 mM and the ZnCl2 concentration in the syringe ranged from 2 to
9 mM. The heat of dilution was measured by injecting the ligand (ZnCl2 ) into the buffer solution;
the values obtained were subtracted from the heat of reaction to obtain the effective heat of binding.
The resulting titration curves were fitted using Origin software (7.0, OriginLab, Northampton, MA,
USA). The association constant (Ka ) and binding stoichiometry (N) were determined by a non-linear
regression fitting procedure [4].
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3.4. NMR Experiments
1D-NMR spectra were recorded at 290 K on a Bruker 600 MHz spectrometer (Billerica, MA, USA)
equipped with a TCI cryoprobe, on a 0.8 mM ALR peptide sample in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 6.8,
containing 10% D2 O. Proton assignments were obtained by recording TOCSY and NOESY experiments
(Table 1).1 H-15 N HSQC spectra were recorded at a natural abundance of 15 N. NMR titration of Zinc
binding to ALR peptide was obtained by following 1D proton, 2D NOESY, 2D TOCSY, and 2D 1 H-15 N
HSQC spectra recorded at various ZnCl2 concentrations (ratio Zn/ALR: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10).
3.5. QM/MM Modeling
The starting conformation of ALR peptide was extracted from NMR solution structure of RRM2 of
TDP-43 (PDBID:1WF0). Distance from zinc to chelating atoms from residues His256(Nδ), His264(Nδ)
and Glu261(Oδ1) was restrained with previously found parameters for the parm99 force field [40].
Classical simulations were performed with GROMACS package with a velocity thermostat with a
stochastic component with constant volume. In QM/MM simulations, a molecular mechanics approach
was applied to MM part of the system using the parameters from the parm99 force field with corrections
by [29]. The QM subsystem was described with DFTB3-D3 Hamiltonian [29,41,42] with special
parametrization of Zn2+ interactions [43]. Side-chain atoms of His256, His264, Glu261, and selected
backbone atoms were included in the QM part of the system. Each simulation system was filled with
water molecules presented by the tip3p model, and the total charge was neutralized with Na+ or Cl−
ions. Water and ions were equilibrated around the peptide-zinc complex by carrying out a 200 ns MD
simulation with a restrained position of QM part of the system. Additionally, any atom including
water closer to zinc than 3 Å and its surroundings were included in the QM part. The prepared systems
were subjected to QM/MM simulation with GROMACS-DFTb/Plumed package [30,44]. The time
step used was 0.2 fs. Temperature coupling with velocity rescale scheme with stochastic correction.
The total length of the simulation was set to 5600 ps. To overcome the coordination energy barrier
metadynamics approach was used. We used one collective variable: coordination number of Zn by
all possible chelators in the QM subsystem. Several different metadynamics parameters (hill height,
width, and pace) were tested, hill with sigma 0.02 and height 1 kJ/mol was chosen, hills pace was
selected as one hill every 250th step. Final analysis of metadynamics data was done with a reweighting
procedure to reconstruct the free energy surface (FES) for all combinations of chelators in all systems.
From FES after reweighting procedure, energy values for 3,4,5-way zinc chelation by peptide were
extracted by search of local minima. Energy change from state with 3 peptide chelators to state with 4
chelators was used for presentation. The same procedure was used for complexes with 5-way zinc
coordination. Energy change from 3 zinc chelators state to 5 was used for presentation.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we investigated a short HISNAEPKH peptide that corresponds to the partially
disordered region 256–264 of RRM2 domain of TDP-43 using ITC, MS, NMR, and QM/MM modeling
and found that it can coordinate one zinc ion by Nδ His256, Nδ His264, and Oδ Glu261 and backbone O
from His256 with a Ka equal to 1.6 × 105 M−1 . This allowed us to hypothesis the potential implication
of zinc in functional regulation of TDP-43 and/or its pathological aggregation.
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